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Breaking: RBNZ asks for DTIs, but says won’t help much 
As HUGOVision went to press, the RBNZ released its detailed response to Grant Robertson’s 
request for help to control house price inflation. It came hours after REINZ reported its house 
price index rose 13% in the last six months - the fastest burst of inflation since the index  
launched in 1992. The central bank said it could either add house price inflation to its monetary 
policy remit or the govt could add a house prices clause to its financial policy remit. The RBNZ 
preferred the latter. The bank suggested an immediate change through a direction under clause 
68B of the RBNZ Act, before a more permanent change in the Act itself, possibly via the existing 
reform Bill, due to be enacted late next year. The bank also asked for permission to restrict debt 
to income limits. But it also noted that DTIs and LVRs would hurt poorer households wanting to 
buy homes and not necessarily help reduce inequality or poverty. Essentially, it said it couldn’t 
help. In 11 pages.

Early 2021 focused on vaccine rollout and MIQ expansion Page 2

Fully vaccinating the NZ population, and that of much of the rest of the globe, will likely take a 
year or more, with quarantine and travel restrictions unlikely to lift in NZ before then. However, 
shorter isolation periods for arrivals from lower risk countries is under consideration, which 
would open up space in the managed isolation and quarantine system.

NZ wobbles on tightrope in Australia vs China tweet storm Page 3

Foreign Minister Nanaia Mahuta and PM Jacinda Ardern pushed back at China’s ‘Wolf Warrior’ 
behaviour towards Australia as gently as they could, but there was still a rhetorical backlash that 
unnerved exporters still reliant on China. Australian exports of wine, barley, sugar, coal and logs 
face blockages, but its iron ore sales to China are powering ahead, because China has few other 
sources of the commodity crucial to its infrastructure-driven rebound. 

Govt eyes 3-5 new regional water bodies by 2022 Page 4

Local Government Minister Nanaia Mahuta is quietly pushing ahead with Three Waters reforms 
aimed at creating three to five new regional water bodies before Council elections in October 
2022. These may open up borrowing headroom both on councils’ balance sheets and in the new 
entities themselves. 

Will the tax windfall be banked? Or spent? Page 5

The govt’s Budget deficit in the first four months of the current financial year was less than half 
that forecast in the Treasury’s pre-election update finalised in mid-Sept. Next Wednesday’s half 
year fiscal and economic update will be important for the signals it gives on the govt’s revised 
debt track and potential to commit new capital expenditure.

Merry Christmas
This is the last issue of HUGOvision for 2020. We will resume publication on Jan 22. In the 
meantime, we wish all members a well-deserved break after a very difficult year.

Text finalised December 11 
Contact: hugo@thehugogroup.com. No responsibility is accepted for acts or omissions by clients as a result of items herein. 
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Shorter stays in isolation?
Policy work is under way now to reduce managed 
isolation to as little as six days for arrivals from 
countries where covid-19 is under control and, 
perhaps, for NZers who’ve had a negative covid test 
before boarding a flight from anywhere.
This would immediately free up thousands of hotel 
rooms currently committed for 14-day stays by 
reducing those stays to six days. Families facing 
bereavements, companies needing skilled workers, 
and some high-value international students, could 
be entering the country in larger numbers by quite 
early next year, simply because there will be far more 
managed isolation beds available.
The pressure to bring in temporary skilled workers 
in construction, farming, aged care, healthcare, 
technology and even hospitality is intense. The MIQ 
limit of around 14,000 arrivals per month cannot be 
increased much because of the need for hospital beds 
and trained staff in the event of a facility outbreak.
The govt has released some of the pressure in 
horticulture, allowing up to 2,000 Pacific Island 
workers in from Jan. The govt is also offering 
unemployed NZers a $1,000 grant to take on more 
than six weeks seasonal work and up to $200 a week 
to help cover accommodation costs.

Don’t expect a quick reopening
Jacinda Ardern sketched out the goalposts for when 
quarantine-free travel might be possible, and the 
hurdles are high and are a long way off.
She said a condition for reopening borders completely 
was the completion of vaccination programmes, which 
it appears may not be for 12-to-18 months.
“I think the most important message I could share 
is that for (the) immunisation programme, indeed 
for the world in terms of immunisation, the most 
important thing won’t be the date a country starts. 
It will be the date they finish,” Ardern told her post-
cabinet news conference this week.
“That will be the point where we can really start 
changing some of things that are required to keep 
everybody safe,” she said.
“A vaccine prevents feeling the effects of the disease, 
but we are still waiting for the data that demonstrates 
what it does for transmission between people.”

Just Google and Apple it
NZ’s contact tracing speed and intensity took a major 
step forward when the govt turned on the ability for 
those who have downloaded the Covid Tracer app 
to notify others they have been in contact with via 

bluetooth. The Apple/Google Exposure Notification 
Framework, which is a secure system for transmitting 
Bluetooth data between devices, was activated on 
Thursday. Those who enable Bluetooth tracing on 
their phones exchange randomised ‘keys’ with others 
that are also using Bluetooth tracing. The keys do not 
identify who you are or where you were.
When an app user tests positive, they can choose to 
alert other app users who may have been exposed.
The Ministry of Health won’t know if someone has 
been alerted unless they choose to get in touch for 
advice. The changes to the app were endorsed by the 
Privacy Commission.
It doesn’t deal with those using dumb phones and 
smart phones with old operating systems. The 
Bluetooth low energy system used in the Apple/
Google protocol only works on iOS 13.5+ or Android 
6.0+ phones. There are 2.4m registered users of 
the Covid Tracer app, but only 90% have the right 
software to use the bluetooth system. That leaves 
around 5m other phones that don’t have the app 
or can’t use it. Then there’s another 5% of the 
population who use neither smart or ‘dumb’ phones, 
often in the most vulnerable and remote populations.
The much-debated CovidCard idea put forward by 
local entrepreneurs is now dead. The Ministry of 
Health has done trials of cards, but Minister Chris 
Hipkins said there no plans for a rollout. The cards 
being trialled are imported and use the Google-Apple 
protocol, rather than a locally designed system.

Labour reforms start
The govt followed through on its manifesto 
promise to introduce legislation to double sick 
leave to 10 days, but held back on increasing the 
maximum ‘rollover’ of 20 days from year to year, as 
recommended to Cabinet. 
Workplace Relations Minister Michael Wood was 
advised of a gross cost to businesses of $950m per 
year, although he said that didn’t include estimates 
of the benefits of healthy workers being infected by 
colleagues coming to work instead of staying home. 
BusinessNZ estimates the cost at closer to $2b a year. 
The bill is expected to pass in mid-2021 with changes 
to come into force two months later. 
Wary of scaring away centrist voters who gave 
Labour its outright majority, Labour has steered 
clear of threatening a wholesale rollout of multiple 
Fair Pay Agreements. So far it has only talked about 
one or two such FPAs being done in this term. But it 
has pushed the boat out to lift pay and conditions in 
some sectors before Christmas.
Wood announced a plan to add security guards to 
Schedule 1A of the Employment Relations Act by 
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mid-2021. This means 7,800 security guards will be 
able to keep their jobs and retain their pay rates and 
conditions when a business is sold or restructured. 
This part of the act gives some types of workers, 
including cleaners and caterers, protections when a 
business is sold, wound-up or ‘phoenixed’. 

Top tax rate now law
An increase in the top tax rate to 39% for personal 
income over $180,000 per annum passed into law. 
The law change also gives IRD more power to 
investigate trusts, which remain taxed at 33%. 
IRD’s regulatory impact assessment for the bill, 
passed under urgency, forecast the new tax would 
raise $2.22b over the next five years and reduce 
the Gini rate measuring income inequality by 0.2 
percentage points. IRD advised its preference for a 
rise in the trust tax rate to match the new personal 
top tax rate to reduce tax minimisation. It forecast 
that would have raise a further $1.485b over the five 
years, but the govt chose not to do it.
Revenue Minister David Parker dangled a vague 
threat the govt might lift the trust rate if the IRD 
sees a repeat of the massive increase in income 
shifting to trusts the last time a Labour govt created a 
new 39c top tax rate.

Tiptoeing between the wolf 
warrior and a howling dingo
It began, as these sorts of diplomatic stoushes often 
do now, with a tweet. Foreign Ministry spokesman 
Zhao Ljian tweeted a photoshopped image of an 
Australian soldier holding a bloody knife to the 
throat of an Afgan child and commented: “Shocked 
by murder of Afghan civilians & prisoners by 
Australian soldiers. We strongly condemn such acts, 
and call for holding them accountable.”
He was referring to an official Australian report that 
found its special forces soldier had murdered 39 
Afghan civilians. 
PM Scott Morrison said he found the tweet “deeply 
offensive” and called for an apology. China rejected 
that and cranked up new tariffs and levies on Aussie 
wine exports to China.
Jacinda Ardern said NZ had directly raised its 
concerns with China over the “unfactual” tweet in 
support of Australia, prompting a slap from China’s 
propagandist organ The Global Times accusing NZ of  
“bleating like Aussie sheep”.
This week the tensions between Australia and China 
worsened with lamb, honey and log exports blocked 
and delayed. However, Australian iron ore exports 
are at record highs as China fires up its economy 

with yet more concrete and steel for infrastructure 
and cannot find other sources of iron ore. 
As previously noted, the new US administration 
will likely seek reinvigorated relationships with 
traditional allies, heightening pressure on NZ to ‘take 
sides’ in escalating tensions with China.
As a counter tactic, NZ foreign policy development 
is focusing on constructive relationships where this 
country can play a uniting role between the two 
superpowers. These include climate change, where 
the US is coming back into the fold, and on covid-19, 
where the Biden administration will be seeking 
solutions. Peace and security in the Pacific will be 
one of NZ’s top strategic foreign policy goal.

Housing pressure builds
The market value of NZ’s housing pool surged 
by $30b last month to $1.46t, up almost 17 % in 12 
months, according to homes.co.nz. REINZ figures 
out on Friday showed house price inflation running 
at over 15% nationally.
KiwiSaver providers report a surge in enquiries from 
both first-home buyers and former property owners 
alike, with the latter scrambling to get back on the 
ladder.  According to IRD, there were a record 5,007 
withdrawals in Sept. 
Nonetheless, the political pain for the govt eased 
somewhat in the last fortnight after both sides of 
Parliament wagged their fingers at the Reserve Bank 
and the bank waved back (see front 
page).
But the fundamental housing market 
pressures remain and the national 
conversation is still at fever pitch. 
MSD reported its social housing 
register of people needing housing 
rose 1,030 in the month of Oct 
to 21,415 households and has 
quadrupled since Labour’s first 
term started in late 2017. Housing 
Minister Megan Woods was under 
pressure in Parliament over the 
govt’s growing use of motels to 
house families. Woods admitted 
MSD now owns or rents 1,067 motel 
units for transitional housing at a 
cost of $154,715 per day.
Meanwhile, Stats NZ released its first major review 
of housing in 11 years, finding home ownership 
rates at their lowest levels in 70 years and a further 
worsening of rental affordability. The proportion 
of renting households that spent more than 30% of 
income on housing has more than doubled from 

Coming up
Weds - Dec 16 - Treasury 
releases Half Yearly Fiscal 
and Economic Update . It is 
expected to show a dramatic 
improvement in forecast 
deficits and debt, giving 
the govt options for further 
stimulus or a lower debt 
track.

Thurs - Dec 17 - Stats 
NZ to release Sept qtr GDP 
stats. They are expected to 
show a 12-14% rebound 
after the 12.2% fall in the 
June quarter. That would see 
GDP down 1-2% for the year. 
Remarkable.
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under 20% in 1988 to over 40% in 2019.
Also, The Reserve Bank opened consultation for the 
reimposition of LVR controls. It estimated that that 
a return to the pre-May LVR controls would reduce 
house price inflation by one to two percentage points, 
relative to the counterfactual. 

Where’s the moral hazard?
The PM continues to paint herself into a corner on 
house price inflation expectations. She suggested 
again this week she wanted moderate price inflation 
of around 4% to continue, rather than the double 
digit rates being seen now. 
Asked if that meant she was creating expectations 
that the market was too big to fail and prices would 
never be allowed to fall, she said: “What we’ve 
simply expressed here is that the growth that we’ve 
seen is unsustainable. So, if anything, it is much 
more sustainable to have those much smaller 
increases. I think people expect that you see that 
in the market. … A significant crash in the housing 
market - that impacts people’s most significant 
asset,” she said.
Asked why housing investors should expect prices 
never to fall, unlike share investors, her response was 
cryptic: “This gets to the heart of the issue of why so 
many NZers turn to the housing market.” 

Congestion charge hospital pass
A joint govt and Auckland Council working group 
report estimated a flat congestion charge of $3.50 
to enter the CBD by 2025 could earn $250m a year, 
reduce road congestion by up to 12% and allow the 
end of a regional fuel tax. 

But both Mayor Phil Goff and the govt were both 
loath to suggest it would come in any time soon, 
pointing to the need to first beef up public transport.

This topic won’t go away. A select committee has set 
up an official inquiry into congestion charging that 
could take a year.

Finance and Infrastructure Minister Grant Robertson 
gave a sense of the political sensitivity in his 
comments. “It’s absolutely vital that if you were 
even thinking of going down that path, that it is an 
equitable path,” he said.

Emergency declaration signal
Parliament passed a climate emergency motion 
with Ardern pledging to increase efforts to reduce 
emissions. She focussed on the public sector and 
said it would be carbon neutral by 2025. National 
and ACT opposed the motion saying it was symbolic 

virtue signalling with no meaningful action.
Toyota NZ ceo Neeraj Lala took the unusual step 
of publicly calling for a more aggressive adoption 
of electric and hybrid cars and the introduction of 
tougher emissions standards.
NZ risked  becoming the ‘Cuba of the South Pacific’ 
as a dumping ground for unwanted and petrol and 
diesel vehicles if standards were not introduced. He 
also called for the revival of the EV feebate scheme.

3 Waters reform flowing nicely
Decisions on the three waters reform agenda went 
through a Cabinet committee earlier this week and 
Cabinet papers on progress may be issued shortly.
Second-term Local Govt Minister Nanaia Mahuta 
wants choices for local govts to be public in Q@2 
2022, ahead of local govt elections later that year.

She is pursuing the creation of three to five new 
regional water authorities. It will be a tricky task, 
given some councils will not want to give up their 
assets to larger bodes that inevitably will see some 
councils cross-subsidise neighbours. The terms of 
those asset transfers, the nature of control exercised 
by local politicians and the way debt is moved off 
balance sheets are yet to be determined. However, 
the urgent need for funding solutions to meet 
multi-billion water upgrades are where the govt 
can create leverage beyond the $761m central govt 
funding package that councils have already signed 
up to. 
The govt hopes though that the asset shifts could 
create balance sheet headroom for growth councils 
struggling to pay their shares of big infrastructure 
spending, while the new water entities would not be 
constrained by LGNZ borrowing caps.
Helpfully (or perhaps not depending on the party 
involved), the NZ Super Fund offered to help own or 
fund some of the new water bodies. 
Elsewhere, a $500k fine levied against the Clutha 
District Council for wastewater mismanagement 
this week is viewed by officials as a harbinger of the 
new regime once the new regulator is in place.

Speaker’s costly slur
An unfounded rape allegation against a 
Parliamentary staffer, made publicly by Speaker 
Trevor Mallard, has cost the taxpayer $333,000.
Parliamentary Questions from the National Party 
established the aggreived party received a $158k 
payout, there were legal fees of $171k paid to 
Dentons Kensington Swan, and the Crown Law 
Office. 
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A healthier HYEFU beckons
The rebounding economy, the IRD’s tax hoovering 
machine and slower-than-forecast capital spending 
drove a dramatic improvement in the Government’s 
accounts in the four months to the end of October.
The Government’s operating deficit before gains 
and losses was $3.8b, which was almost $5b better 
than expected, largely due to GST and income tax 
revenues being $3b better than expected.
Extraordinarily, tax revenues of $32.1b for the four 
months were up (yes up) by $2.1b from the same four 
months a year ago. Despite a 12.2% fall in GDP in the 
June quarter, tax revenues were actually higher than 
pre-covid.
All this meant the govt is borrowing less than it 
forecast as recently as the Pre-Election Fiscal Update 
(PREFU) in mid-Sept. Net debt is 31.5% of GDP, 
which is up from 20% a year ago, but down from 
the 32.5% forecast in Sept. Treasury had forecast 
a rise in net debt to 55% by 2024 on its earlier 
more pessimistic forecasts for growth. Ardern and 
Robertson talked about keeping a lid on debt in their 
fiscal strategising, pointing to the 55% measure as the 
‘lid’
Next Wednesday’s Half Yearly Fiscal and Economic 
Update (HYEFU) will give the Treasury’s latest 
thinking on that debt track, which could be dragged 
down below 50%. The question will be whether the 
govt chooses to see 50% as the new ‘lid’ or sticks with 
55% and leaves itself some wriggle room for extra 
fiscal stimulus. 
The other key issue is whether the govt keeps the 
currently unspent $14b covid contingency fund 
in place. Removing it would significantly reduce 
the debt track. Financial markets are expecting the 
govt to lower its bond issuance programme by a 
cumulative $20b by 2024.
That would leave fewer bonds for the Reserve Bank 
to buy and raises questions about whether it reduces 
its $100b bond-buying programme or extends it.

Confidence returning
The ANZ-Roy Morgan NZ consumer survey found 
confidence eased two points in Nov to 106.9, the 
historical average is 120. A net 11% felt it was a good 
time to buy a major household item, unchanged from 
Oct, and a net 27% of consumers expect to be better 
off financially this time next year, down 1 point.
The latest ANZ business survey reported headline 
business confidence at minus 6.9%, 9 points higher 
than the preliminary Nov reading. Businesses’ own 
activity rating was 4 points higher with a net 9.1% 

expecting better conditions. Indicators related to 
investment, employment and profit were all higher 
as well.

The housing boom helps
More than two-thirds of NZers think the housing 
market will keep booming next year, according to 
ASB Bank’s housing confidence barometer for Oct. 
Almost 38,000 new homes were consented in the year 
to Oct 2020, the highest number since 1974, boosted 
by more townhouses, flats, and units, Stats NZ said. 
The number of new homes consented in the year to 
Oct 2020 was 37,981, up 2.8% from 2019. Annual new 
homes consented reached 37,000 late in 2019 and are 
now close to 38,000 for the first time in decades.
The volume of building activity returned to normal 
levels in the Sept 2020 quarter, following the 
significant drop in the covid-hit June 2020 quarter, 
Stats NZ said. Overall building activity was at pre-
covid levels in the Sept 2020 quarter, with residential 
work up 4.2% on the same period in 2019.
The Bankers’ Association said 69% of consumer 
loans (including home loans) that had deferred all 
repayments were back to full repayments, 37% of 
consumer loans that had reduced repayments were 
back to full repayments, 69% of 
business loans that had deferred 
all repayments were back to full 
repayments, 50% of business loans 
that had reduced payments were 
back to full repayments.
Filled jobs rose by 27,667 to 2.2m in 
Oct 2020 compared with Sept, after 
a 7,535 rise in the Sept 2020 month, 
Stats NZ said. The rise of 15,155 jobs 
from the public administration and 
safety group, boosted by general 
election staff, contributed the most 
to the increase. Filled jobs were up 
28,082 (1.3%) compared with Oct 
2019. 

Who needs to work?
The market value of NZ’s housing pool surged 
by $30b last month to $1.46t, up almost 17 % in 12 
months, according to homes.co.nz. REINZ figures 
out on Friday showed house price inflation running 
at over 15% nationally.
KiwiSaver providers report a surge in enquiries from 
both first-home buyers and former property owners 
alike, with the latter scrambling to get back on the 
ladder. According to IRD, there were a record 5,007 
withdrawals in Sept. 

CEO Retreat 2021
The next Hugo Group CEO 
Retreat is scheduled to run 
from dinner on Thursday 
August 19 to lunch on 
Saturday August 21.

The programme will again 
bring members a mixture of 
actionable business insights 
and the traditional Retreat 
“deep dive” into domestic 
and global affairs.

Mark your calendar now.
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Primary sector, food and beverages
China’s recovery from covid-19 boosted Fonterra’s 
first-quarter group normalised earnings before 
interest and tax of $250m, up $72m on last year. It 
lifted the forecast farmgate milk price to $6.70-to-
$7.30 per kilogram of milk solids versus its prior 
forecast of $6.30-to-$7.30/kgMS. That lifts the mid-
point to $7/kgMS from $6.80/kgMS.
Lion NZ will be run from Australia from the New 
Year, with long-time NZ ceo Rory Glass resigning, 
effective from February. Lion is ultimately owned 
by Kirin Holdings. Craig Baldie, Lion’s commercial 
director, has been appointed NZ country manager. 
ExportNZ appointed Canterbury exporter David 
Boyd as its new chair, taking over from Sir Ken 
Stevens, who retired from the role after 11 years.

Transport and logistics
Ports of Auckland’s struggles with processing 
container volumes ahead of Christmas is rapidly 
turning into a macroeconomic and political story. 
Mayor Phil Goff refused to express confidence in the 
board and management of Ports of Auckland as the 
queue of ships extended out into the Hauraki Gulf 
continued to grow. 
It even forced one ship to unload 1,200 containers 
at Northport  in an impromptu test of the idea of 
shifting the Auckland Port to Whangarei. Officials 
warned motorists on the road from Whangarei to 
Auckland to watch out for hundreds of extra truck 
movements back and forth.
Supermarkets, retailers and all manner of importers 
complained of empty shelves, blown-out delivery 
timeframes and potential price increases if the 
logistics issues continued. Not all of the problems are 
related to covid-19 problems globally. The Ports of 
Auckland has struggled to retrofit an ‘old’ and still-
working port with robotic equipment. The death of a 
worker and staffing shortages has also forced delays. 
Air NZ was awarded about 55 more international 
cargo flights a week under phase two of the 
International Air Freight Capacity Scheme., including 
new services to Guangzhou and Perth.
Air NZ is adding more capacity to its domestic 
schedule, upgrading existing A320 services to A321 
aircraft from Monday until the end of Dec. This will 
add about 16,000 seats on main flight routes.
QEX Logistics reported a half-year net loss of $5.9m, 
including a $4.3m hit for inventory presumed stolen 
from a Shanghai-based warehouse. 
TIL Logistics warned of a possible fuel tanker driver 
strike during the week before Christmas. First Union, 

which represents about two-thirds of the drivers at 
the company’s Pacific Fuel Haul business, plans a 
one-week strike from Dec 18. Pacific has over 200 
tankers carrying about 40% of the NZ’s petroleum.

Energy and resources
The stickiness of the reinvigorated Labour govt’s 
commitment to the Onslow pumped storage project 
is increasingly concerning existing market players.
Fonterra coo Fraser Whineray, described the scheme 
as a bid to redesign the electricity market and risked 
putting dry-year risk management back in the hands 
of one agency.
Whineray, who was ceo of Mercury Energy, said if 
the govt had concerns about the ability of the market 
to provide secure power from renewable generation 
it should focus on that. The resulting uncertainty was 
slowing investment, he said.
In July, the previous government committed $30m to 
assess the potential of a large pumped-hydro scheme 
in Central Otago. 
The $4b to $6.5b scheme could double the country’s 
hydro storage, sufficient to displace the last of 
the country’s back-up gas and coal-fired power 
generation and meet the govt’s disputed 100% 
renewable generation target.
Genesis Energy ceo Marc England told investment 
analysts this week Onslow was predicated on a 
carbon cost of about $1,200 per tonne and that other, 
cheaper alternatives almost certainly existed.
Onslow “shouldn’t happen, could happen, but 
probably won’t happen,” said England, citing 
resource consent issues for why it may not go ahead, 
even if the govt was committed to the concept.
Ministers, including Environment Minister David 
Parker, have been talking about it operating not just 
as a dry-year reserve, but managing the daily swings 
in demand and variability of the country’s wind 
farms - in competition with the current providers.
Whineray said uncertainty, from the likes of Onslow, 
the pending closure of Tiwai Point, or the decades-
long debate over transmission pricing, made it harder 
to commit major investment to electrify industrial 
sites for emission reduction. 
Meanwhile, Genesis Energy is considering selling 
its 46% stake in the Kupe gas field as part of a capital 
structure review. Kupe, the country’s third-largest 
gas producer, accounted for about a fifth of Genesis’s 
gross margins in the year ended June 30 and is 
valued at $307.4m. 
Contact Energy slashed its expected gas supplies 
from the offshore Pohokura and Maui fields by 
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about a quarter. OMV, the operator of the two fields, 
reduced its expected supply to Contact for 2021 by 
3.7 petajoules to 10.6 PJ. OMV has been working to 
restore declining output from Pohokura without 
success so far.

Courts and regulation
The Commerce Commission published a statement 
of issues over NEP’s proposed takeover of Sky TV’s 
Outside Broadcasting (OSB) unit, indicating it may 
have a problem with the deal. The Commission said 
it had not reached any final views, but “we currently 
consider that the potential competition issues 
arising from the overlap between NEP and OSB are 
best assessed using narrower markets than those 
suggested by the Parties.” Submissions are due by 
Dec 14, with cross-submissions due by Dec 21 and a 
scheduled decision by Feb 19.
WorkSafe NZ filed charges against 13 parties in 
relation to the Whakaari/White Island eruption, 
which killed 22 people. Ten organisations and three 
individuals were charged under the Health and 
Safety at Work Act and face fines of up $1.5m and 
$300,000, respectively. They are the first charges of 
this type under the law, with much public reaction 
focussing on the prosecution of those who first 
responded to the disaster and GNS.
The Commerce Commission issued a warning 
to Superloans Napier and Superloans Porirua 
that they are likely to have failed to comply with 
the lender responsibility principles. In one case a 
borrower had 19 loans in a year.

Tech and IT
Weta Digital’s new shareholder – Napster co-
founder Sean Parker – gave the visual effects firm 
the capital and expertise it needed to deliver the 
Avatar sequels.
Parker’s Weta Holdings LLC was issued 8.4m 
preference shares, taking a 20.2% stake as a first 
round of investment last year, which Weta Digital 
considered necessary to deliver content for Avatar 
2 and sequels, Parker’s application to the Overseas 
Investment Office shows.
Meanwhile, inquiries by high net worth individuals 
for NZ’s residence-by-investment programme rose 
77.5% over the past year, three times higher than 
the global average and 10 times that of Australia, 
according to citizenship advisor Henley & Partners.
However, with $2.2b in undecided applications 
sitting on the other side of the border, NZ’s 
immigration apparatus is ill equipped to deal with 
the intense interest in NZ as a covid-19 ‘safe haven’.
Xero founder Rod Drury unloaded another 1.8m 

shares for A$240.1m. In Sept, Drury sold 2m shares in 
the accounting software firm for A$198m. Following 
the sales, Drury now owns 8.1% of Xero. 
Kirk Senior will step down as executive chair of 
Vista Group International at the end of this month, 
handing the role he held for six years to independent 
director, Susan Peterson.

Service industries and healthcare
Aged care provider Radius Care listed on the NZ 
stock exchange  with a plan to grow the business by 
developing new retirement villages but it won’t raise 
money from the public. 
The company has 1,700 residents across 22 aged care 
facilities - of which it owns three and leases the rest 
- and two retirement villages. The company employs 
more than 1,500 people and was established in 2003.

Corporate actions
Infratil rejected a $5.37b takeover bid from 
AustralianSuper as unsolicited and undervaluing 
the company. Ceo Marko Bogoievski said he expects 
the strategic review of its clean energy investment, 
Tilt Renewables, and growing value of CDC Data 
Centres to demonstrate the potential for Infratil’s 
portfolio. Analysts said the battle was not over. 

Telecos, media and entertainment
Sky TV’s chief executive Martin Stewart quit after 
21 months in the role, leaving the pay-TV operator in 
the early stages of its turnaround plan.  Coo Sophie 
Moloney took over as CEO immediately.
SkyCity Entertainment’s launch of its new A$330 
million Adelaide casino and hotel expansion got 
the go ahead after the lifting of covid restrictions in  
South Australia. 
Hot on the heels of its appointment of Air NZ’s chief 
revenue officer Cam Wallace as ceo, MediaWorks 
hired the airline’s customer general manager, Liz 
Fraser. She has previous experience at MediaWorks 
and rejoins the broadcaster as commercial director.

Wholesale and retail
Kogan.com bought NZ online retailer Mighty Ape 
for $128m. Founder and ceo Simon Barton will stay 
on at least the end of the 2023 financial year. The 
company forecast 2021 financial year revenue of 
A$137.7m, up 43.7% from a year ago. 
Kathmandu ceo Xavier Simonet resigned after five 
and a half years to become the head of Austrade. 
Chair David Kirk said the board was disappointed 
but thanked him for repositioning the company, 
including buying RipCurl, which contributed to a 
72% rise in first quarter sales reported last month. 
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Parliament limps towards Xmas
The 53rd Parliament opened on Nov 25 with MPs 
sworn in and Trevor Mallard elected Speaker and the 
Speech from the Throne the next day. 
First readings this week:
• The Reserve Bank of New Zealand Bill
• The Social Security (Financial Assistance for 

Caregivers) Amendment Bill
• The Maori Commercial Aquaculture Claims 

Settlement Amendment Bill and
• The Water Services Bill.
• A full compendium of the legislation before the House is 

available on The Hugo Group website, www.thehugogroup.com

Bills Introduced
Covid-19 Public Health Response Amendment Bill - 
Introduced Dec 1. Aligns powers and responsibilities under 
covid-19 Public Health Response Act with new covid-19 
response portfolio. Provides for less restrictive measures 
under alert levels to be applied sooner. 

Drug and Substance Checking Legislation Bill - 
Introduced on Dec 1. Allows drug and substance checking 
services to operate legally in NZ. Passed through all 
stages under Urgency with National opposed. The law has 
a sunset clause with the govt intending to introduce a 
permanent regime next year. 

Holidays (Increasing Sick Leave) Amendment Bill - 
Introduced Dec 1 under Urgency. Increases a qualifying 
employee’s sick leave entitlement from 5 to 10 days’ 
sick leave per 12-month period. Currently, a qualifying 
employee may carry over up to 15 days’ of unused sick 
leave. Keeps the maximum current entitlement as 20 
days. Referred to the Education and Workforce Committee 
with a report back by April 6.

Taxation (Income Tax Rate and Other Amendments) 
Bill - Introduced Dec 1. Introduces new top personal 
income tax rate of 39% on income over $180,000 with 
connected changes to FBT. Also gives powers to IRD to 
investigate historical activities of trusts. Passed through all 
stages under Urgency with National and ACT opposed.

Bills in progress (carried over)
Building (Building Products and Methods, Modular 
Components, and Other Matters) Amendment Bill - 
Introduced on May 1. It sets minimum rules for building 
product info, sets new rules for modular components and 
toughens product certification scheme. First read May 27. 
Referred to Environment Committee. Report due March 4.

Child Support Amendment Bill - Introduced Mar 11. 
Simplifies penalty rules, introduces payment of financial 
support by compulsory deduction, imposes a four-year 
time bar, and inserts income definition. First reading May 

6. Sent to Social Services Committee. Report due Mar 4 

Crown Pastoral Land Reform Bill – Introduced on July 
16. Ends tenure review. Reforms system covering Crown 
pastoral land leases. First reading July 22. Sent to the 
Environment Committee. Report due March 30.

Food (Continuation of Dietary Supplements 
Regulations) Amendment Bill - Introduced May 12. 
Extends Dietary Supplements Regulations 1985 by five 
years to 1 March 2026 to keep consumer access to 
dietary supplements until new regulatory regime enacted. 
First reading May 27. Sent to the Primary Production 
Committee. Report due Feb 11.

Gas (Information Disclosure and Penalties) 
Amendment Bill - Introduced on March 11. Creates 
regulatory regime for public disclosure of gas supply 
outage information for suppliers and major users. First 
reading May 27. Sent to the Economic Development, 
Science and Innovation Committee. Report due March 4.

Land Transport (Drug Driving) Amendment Bill 
- Introduced July 30. Sets up drug testing regime for 
drivers. Drivers who fail two oral fluid tests incur an 
infringement penalty aligned to the drink driving penalty. 
More serious criminal charges would apply to those 
showing major impairment with drugs were found after a 
blood test. First reading Aug 8. Referred to Transport and 
Infrastructure Committee. Report due April 29.

NZ Bill of Rights (Declarations of Inconsistency) 
Amendment Bill - Introduced Mar 18. Allows House to 
respond to declaration of inconsistency under the NZ Bill 
of Rights/Human Rights Acts. First reading May 27. Sent 
to Privileges Comte. Report due March 4. 

Organic Products Bill - Introduced Feb 27. Sets up a 
regulatory regime for organics. First reading Mar 19. Sent 
to Primary Production Committee. Report due March 4.

Overseas Investment Amendment Bill (No 3)- 
Introduced May 14 alongside changes to the OIA Act 
during covid-19. Raises threshold for buying farms, 
enables decision makers to consider water bottling deals, 
and recognises Māori cultural values. First reading May 14. 
Referred to Finance Committee. Report due March 4.

Protected Disclosures (Protection of 
Whistleblowers) Bill – Introduced June 24. Clarifies 
the definition of serious wrongdoing, enables people 
to report serious wrongdoing directly at any time, 
strengthens protections for disclosers, clarifies procedural 
rules for public bodies and potential forms of adverse 
conduct disclosers may face. Includes public money 
spent by private bodies. First reading June 30 and sent to 
Education and Workforce Committee. Report due Mar 30.

Taxation (Annual Rates for 2020-21, Feasibility 
Expenditure, and Remedial Matters) Bill – Introduced 
June 4. Sets income tax for the 2020–21 tax year. 
Amends treatment of feasibility spending. Aims to 
modernise tax administration, GST regime, KiwiSaver 
and social policy rules run by IRD. First reading June 24 
opposed by National/ ACT. Report due March 4. 


